Stephen Dunhi//

Consideratione - A monastic form of nonviolence', Bernadette McNaryZak explores how Merton stood alongside the civil rights movement,
encouraging his novices to counter dehumanizing racist ideology with a
shared understanding of compassionate nonviolent action. James Cronin
adds a brief article to put her paper in the context of the civil rights
movement at that time. David Golemboski explores how Merton
countered the 'daydream' of the American myth and its concomitant
assumption of superiority with a recognition of a shared humanity
amongst all nations. In my own paper, I examine the possibilities for
interfaith dialogue as exemplified in the life and witness of the Trappist
Christian de Cherge, finding many parallels with Merton's own approach
to engaging with the religions of the world. In his paper, 'Contemplation
as Connection', Gordon Oyer explores how contemplation can help us to
engage with the existential crises of our time, in particular with the
growing threat caused by our treatment of the natural world. In addition
there is a review by Kenneth Carveley of the latest volume of Merton's
conferences to his novices, and a review by Andrew Walker of .The
Martyrdom of Thomas Merton: An Investigation, a volume that has caused
not a little controversy amongst Merton scholars, challenging the
accepted view of the events around Merton's death. Finally there is a
meditation on hope by Ian Cowley, showing how as a young man in South
Africa, struggling against the apartheid regime, 'through our hope in God
we found strength to persevere, to work for justice, and to keep on
believing that a new South Africa would one day be born.'
It is such a hope that can sustain us through this time of crisis. As
Merton wrote in 'Message of contemplatives to the modern world',
written in 1967 in response to a request from Pope Paul VI:

The message of hope the contemplative offers you, then,
brother, is not that you need to find your way through the
jungle of language and problems that today surround God:
but that whether you understand or not, God loves you, is
present in you, lives in you, dwells in you, calls you, saves
you, and offers you an understanding and light which are like
nothing you ever found in books or heard in sermons.
May the joy and peace of the risen Lord fill your hearts this Eastertide.
Stephen Dunhill
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Introduction
Thomas Merton delivered his monastic conference, 'Some Points from the
Birmingham Nonviolence Movement', to the novices at Gethsemani
Abbey on June 10, 1964.1 Thematically, 'Some Points' marks a year of
intense violence, national attention, and public scrutiny over
unsuccessful efforts to secure racial desegregation in the city of
Birmingham, Alabama. What did the conference teach, and how did it
instruct its audience? To what extent might it have contributed to
monastic formation?
His essay treats the conference as a starting point for theological and
ethical reflection. I begin by examining how Merton pushes aside the
category of racism in order to frame the Birmingham protestors'
nonviolent resistance as a religious act. When Merton roots the
protestors' resistance in a love that upholds the dignity of all persons, he
encourages the novices to empathize with the protestors, and invites
their solidarity against the sin of racial injustice. By locating Merton's
expanded construction of Christian community within the wider context
of his writings of this period, we can see how he advances a progressive
agenda for monastic formation.
Destabilizing Racism
Merton had been serving as novice master for nearly a decade at the time
he delivered the 'Some Points' conference.2 The position of novice master
built on Merton's vocational interest in teaching and strengthened his
ongoing commitment to revise monastic education. The conferences were
essential in achieving this end. Whereas Merton's conferences typically
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functioned didactically to explicate monastic principles and precepts,
they did so, as Patrick O'Connell explains, in the broader context of 'a life
of Christian discipleship'.3 His conferences also included topics that
seemed beyond the purview of the monastery. As O'Connell writes, 'He
[Merton] also commented, on occasion at some length, on current events,
about which the novices, having no access to newspapers or other media,
would otherwise know little or nothing.' 4 From 1962-1965, a period
covering the Second Vatican Council, Merton centered his conferences on
the monastic vows.s Whereas the 'Some Points' conference is a break
from this focus, it is not a diversion. Rather, it extends Merton's aim to
formulate and develop a mutual relationship between the monastery and
the world.
Merton opens 'Some Points' with an explicit statem ent of timeliness
and purpose. His purpose in attending to the 'interesting stuff' of his
subject matter belies his intent 'to get a good sense of perspective' from
the Birmingham protestors;6 he maintains that the novices should 'be
unified with people w ho do this sort of thing ... [and] have in our hearts
very much the same kind of ideals and outlook.' By framing the
Birmingham protestors' 'ideals and outlook' as 'a real profound Christian
activity', Merton invites the novices to suspend undue judgement in order
to reflect on his instruction.7
With this invitation, Merton then turns the novices' attention to the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) 'Commitment Card'.
The card had a specific purpose in the context of the nonviolent direct
action campaigns in Birmingham in April 1963. With the card, the SCLC
secured volunteers' support for a set of principles and practices that
framed the campaigns. By signing the card, as Meena Krishnamurthy
explains, 'Each volunteer ... pledged, among other things, to always seek
justice, to never use violence, and to walk and talk in love.' 8 When Merton
uses the card as his primary text for examination in the 'Some Points'
conference, he deploys a language of promise and allegiance familiar to
his audience. Such language places the particular actions of the
Birmingham protestors in a shared Christian context.
Merton begins his analysis of the 'Commitment Card' by drawing
direct parallels between the protestors' principles, those 'ten
commandments' listed, and Benedictine monastic principles. Turning to
the first point on the card, Merton reads: 'Meditate daily on the teachings
and life of Jesus.' When Merton interprets the protestors' profession, he
evinces 'a basically Christian program', 'a kind of monastic program' that

recognizes the potential of the monastic life for social justice.9 Merton
further contends that the protestors, like the monks, strive to serve God,
as individuals and as a group, in the performance of His will. This
common Christian commitment to the will of God is present in the second
point on the card: 'Remembering always that the nonviolent movement in
Birmingham seeks justice and reconciliation, not victory:10 With a
reference to Pope John XXIII's encyclical Pacem en Terris, Merton
highlights the call for 'those who are willing', including the protestors and
the novices, to seek these ends. He invites the novices to weigh the
implications of their shared commitment with the protestors when he
asks them to consider their place: 'What are we in the monastery for?
We're here to give up our wishes for the good of others, for the good of all
men.' By measuring the sacrifice and freedom of the monks with that of
the protestors, Merton identifies a shared Christian orientation, w hich he
refers to as a 'powerful motive', to participate in the operation of God in
the world.11 Furthermore, by defining their similarities in terms of
identity and commitment, Merton shifts the novices' focus toward their
collective intellectual, social and religious affinity with the protestors as
fellow Christians whose efforts, much like their own, serve the divine will.
According to Merton, such efforts 'can have meaning for everybody in
the world.' The protestors have 'courage' to act in these terms, thereby
expressing a conviction central to the monastic life.12 Merton insists that
by realizing and feeling individually that 'what I do has a real meaning for
the world,'13 he and the novices 'can contribute something to this whole
business of peace in the world by working very hard to be nonviolent in
our hearts.'1 4 Merton argues, therefore, that nonviolence, based on love
and cultivated in empathy, as an active process of realizing and feeling,
requires the 'courage' to recognize the self as a monachos, a solitary one,
in solidarity with others.

Consideration as a Communal Practice
At the time Merton presented 'Some Points' he was in the midst of a
series of monastic conferences on the twelfth century Cistercian
forefather, Bernard of Clairvaux.1s Although there is no explicit appeal to
Bernard's work, De Consideratione, Merton's approach in 'Some Points'
resembles that of his predecessor. Chrysogonous Waddell observes that,
by 1963, Merton was interpreting Bernard and his works more critically
and dispassionately for representing 'the Establishment' of his day.16
'Some Points' may be further evidence for this shift in Merton's thought.
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Bernard addresses his work on consideration to his former pupil and
monastic colleague, Pope Eugenius III. The work has an explicit motive:
Bernard expresses his apprehension that the active life of the papacy
requires that Eugenius exercise power in temporal matters, thus
preventing him from taking time to develop his spiritual life. Bernard
emphasizes that Eugenius undertake the individual practice of
consideration as a prefatory step to papal action. He defines
consideration as 'thought earnestly directed to research, or the
application of the mind to the sear ch for truth'.17 He maintains that
consideration 'purifies ... the mind, it governs the affections, directs our
actions, corrects excesses, softens the manners, adorns and regulates the
life, and, lastly, bestows the knowledge of things divine and human
alike,'lBBernard contends that since consideration 'allows a man to stand
away from his own actions and thoughts and assess them,' the practice
can help Eugenius locate a balance between his duties to others and his
own spiritual life.19 Although Bernard envisions that consideration may,
on occasion, prompt the soul toward contemplation, his most pressing
concern is practical; Bernard's whole tone and the majority of his counsel
remain fixed firmly on Eugenius' need for, and cultivation of,
consideration, 'to think in a careful and measured way about the
changing realities of the world'. 20
In 'Some Points', Merton approaches 'the changing realities of the
world' through the stages of 'reflection, attentiveness and recollection' in
the practice of consideration.21 Merton's appeal to the timeliness and
purpose of his words initiates self-reflection. From this start, his close
reading and comparative analysis of the SCLC commitment card then
envisages a shared orientation with the protestors that extends reflection
beyond the self to the protestors. Through empathy, the novices are
invited to become attentive to the intellectual, social, and religious values
they share with the protestors. By identifying the protestors as fellow
Christians seeking to serve the divine will, Merton reminds the novices of
their role in a collective Christian effort to live a life of nonviolence. The
novices' task is to remember continually how nonviolence, as a Christian
imperative, might 'direct the actions' of the monastic community.
By framing consideration as a communal practice, Merton imbues it
with a value just as relevant for our modern times. Dumont maintains
that consideration was significant to Merton's monastic life and
identity. 22 In a study of Bernard's teachings, Merton himself refers to
consideration as particularly appropriate 'whenever the spiritual life

must be lived under pressure of unfavorable circumstances,' and
emphasizes that 'consideration is not contemplative prayer. It is the
meditation which spiritualizes the active life,'23 In these statements,
Merton resonates Bernard's belief that 'consideration plays an important
part in cultivating virtue, because it helps us to remember those times
when our good habits seemed well facilitated by our surroundings.'24
Merton's appeals to such habits and surroundings in 'Some Points'
suggest a direct application of consideration, given that 'the experience of
being novice master ... allowed Merton to become more attuned to the
concerns of the world in that he listened to the experiences and
aspirations of his own novices who had left the world not too long ago,'25

Constructing Community
When Merton shifts from the first- and third- person singular ('I' and 'he')
to the nominal plural ('we' and 'our') in 'Some Points', he constitutes
nonviolence as a communal practice serving a common good. To what
extent might 'Some Points' have contributed to the monastic formation of
its novice audience?
During the period Merton worked on 'Some Points' he was reading a
range of works for their more socially conscious stance in challenging the
status quo in the Church and in the wider world. In Merton's journal
entry from June 2, 1964, the week prior to the 'Some Points' conference,
Merton mentions a book about the Bruderhof community. In the personal
context of his writing and his status in the monastery, Merton refers to a
passage from this book as 'almost a word of God to me', and encloses it at
the end of the entry. The passage reads: 'Let us pledge that the only thing
that will count among us will be the power and authority of God in Jesus
Christ through the Holy Spirit; that it will never again be us that count but
that God above will rule and govern in Christ and the Holy Spirit,'26 A
Christocentric focus also permeates a letter Merton wrote the day
following this journal entry in response to a fellow Benedictine, Sister
Felicitas, who asked him about racially integrated monastic communities.
In his letter Merton emphasizes that 'the first and best thing we can do is
worship and love God together, white and black, in one family, thus being
a sign of the Risen Christ in the world torn by prejudice and hate,'27 A
racially integrated monastic community witnesses to the centrality of its
Christian focus. In both cases, the Bruderhof and the monastery, Merton
asserts the role of a community centered in, and serving as, a
Christocentric witness.
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With this communal orientation in mind, Merton's emphasis on
empathy as a form of Christian solidarity with those seeking justice in
'Some Points' could be read as a monastic response to the problem
Merton had raised a year earlier in 'Letters to a White Liberal'. Merton
revisited 'Letters' during the week in w hich he delivered 'Some Points' as
he was rewriting a section of Seeds of Destruction.28 The problem Merton
addresses in 'Letters' is that 'instead of seeing the Negro revolution as a
manifestation of a deep disorder that is eating away the inner substance
of our society, because it is in ourselves, we look at it only as a threat from
outside ourselves,'29 In 'Letters', Alex Mikulich writes, Merton teaches
that 'in order to resist violence, the contemplative must identify with
people who are in any way oppressed or demonized by society.' 30 As
David Golemboski explains, for Merton, 'non-violence ... is a strategy for
social change with great possibility, but which requires certain
dispositions on the part of the oppressor in order for it to work.' 31 We
might therefore read 'Some Points' as a call to cultivate those
'dispositions' required for 'identify[ing] with people who are in any way
oppressed or demonized by society.' Merton's instruction in the practice
of consideration is an affirmation that the cloistered Gethsemani novices
acknowledge their complicity in racial oppression, and treat the
Birmingham protestors without those 'serious qualifications' dictated
and demanded by the structural sin of white society.32 By 'working very
hard to be nonviolent in [their] hearts', by recalling empathy and
effecting solidarity, in the 'Some Points' conference Merton thereby
empowers the novices to encounter the protestors in t erms whose
absence he lamented in 'Letters', namely, 'as Christ'.

humanity, the novices at the 'Some Points' conference are called upon to
bear the communal responsibility to know and love their fellow human
beings.
The lessons in 'Some Points' were not restricted to the monastery.
Several months later, in 'Religion and Race in the United States', Merton
referred to the nonviolent civil rights movement as 'one of the greatest
examples of Christian faith in action in the social history of the United
States'. Here, Merton challenges his readers, and white American
Christians in particular, much like he does his audience of novices, to
choose 'the creative risk of love and grace ... which justice ... demands' in
the creation of a new society that refuses to replicate repackaged systems
of racial segregation.35 Merton strips bare t he underlying assumption that
the de Jure legislation under the Civil Rights Law is a necessary and
sufficient corrective to the racial crisis, a crisis which he frames as a form
of a 'Christian violence'. Merton contends that:

As Merton had instructed his novices, so too he instructs his readers to
confront the violence within themselves in order to effect the only viable
response to racial injustice, to treat one another 'as Christ'.37

Communal re sponsibility
That the monks are called to this collective form of Christian solidarity
with those working for justice 'in a world torn by prejudice and hate' is
confirmed in 'The Monk in the Diaspora', published in New Blackfriars in
July 1964, the month following the 'Some Points' conference.33 Here,
Merton attends directly to the need for the monk to engage with the
world in terms similar to those in 'Some Points' when he writes that the
'genuine renunciation of the world' required by the monastic life
'paradoxically liberates the monk' to serve his fellow human beings as
'brothers [who] share many of the same concerns ... in the area of world
peace, racial justice, and indeed everything that concerns the well-being
and development of man.'34 Recognizing their place in a common

Conclusion
Merton acknowledges t he value of consideration 'whenever the spiritual
life must be lived under pressure of unfavorable circumstances' when he
turns in 'Some Points' to events in Birmingham, Alabama. Structured as a
guided instruction on the practice of consideration, this monastic
conference proposes that a process of communal reflection, attentiveness
and recollection might 'direct the actions' of the novices to advocate for
the oppressed. He highlights the novices' role in a broader Christian
community rooted in the life of Christ, a human community that
manifests a love of self and others anchored in a divine presence.
With a r hetoric that moves from explanation to persuasion, in 'Some
Points' Mer ton orients the novices' attention toward service to, and

The American racial crisis ... offers the American Christian a
chance to face reality about himself and recover his fidelity to
Christian truth, not merely in institutional loyalties and
doctrinal orthodoxies ... but in r ecanting a more basic heresy:
the loss of that Christian sense which sees every other man as
Christ and treats him as Christ.36
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solidarity with, this community.38 To this end, Merton replaces the
standard knowledge, conventional educational perspectives, and
dominant operative narrative about race relations in the United States
with a Christian, monastic, Cistercian interpretation. By practicing
consideration, as a communal practice centered on the common good,
Merton reveals the novices' capacity for a collective expression of
compassionate nonviolent 'directed' action in response to the
dehumanization of racist ideology.
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Editorial Changes
Gary Hall has now stepped down as co-editor of the Journal.
He has had a long association with the journal since its
in ception in 1994. He has had 9 articles published in the
journal, the first in the Eastertide edition of 1997, vo l. 4:1. In
Easter 2002 he joined Michael Woodward as co-editor. Since
then he has also worked with fellow editors Danny Sullivan,
Angus Stuart, Fiona Gardner, Keith Griffin & latterly myself.
He has been a gentle guiding hand steerin g the Journal to
one that has a wider scope than simply Merton studies, to
the exploration how we can do justice to Merton's life, work
and w itness in our current times. All in the Society owe him
a debt of gratitude for his dedication and support.
Stephen Dunhill

Book Reviews
Medieval Cistercian History - Initiation into the Monastic Tradition 9
Thomas Merton
Ed ited by Patrick F O'Connell
Preface by William R. Grimes
Cist ercian Publications, Collegeville, 20 19
ISBN 978-0-87907-043-4 (pbk) lxxix + 310 pages
£22.75
We are indebted to Patrick O' Connell for his work on Merton's scripts
both in this volume and elsewhere, as he allows us to read Cistercian
history and spirituality through Merton's eyes. This present volume
comprises Merton's conferences for his novices in the latter part of 1962.
These talks deal with the foundation and beginnings of Citeaux, also
covering the editions of the early Cistercian documents such as the Carta
Caritatis and the Exordium Cistercii. Merton charts the rise and decline of
the order and the privileges which may have accelerated this. He draws
upon existing Cistercian histories, including texts from King, Knowles,
and Chenu w hich he could access so readily in French, as also with the
history of Cistercian nuns (p.118), as well as the original Latin texts in
Migne's Patrologia Latina.
Merton analyses Cistercian origins with unique insights such as on the
return of Robert to the abbacy of Molesme. [p.xxviii] O'Connell's remarks
enable us to glimpse Merton's comprehensive grasp of his own tradition:
The next conference begins ... by providing a framework,
drawn from his introduction, of the evolution of the Order,
from being ahead of its time from its foundation until about
1130, to being reflective of its time, no longer 'inspired',
through the rest of the twelfth century, to falling behind the
t ime, Jiving on its rep utation, and getting involved in matters
it was incapable of handling from 1200 on. [p.lxx]
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